Cyberattacks: security experts advise caution

By Joseph Varghese

Other security experts in Qatar and the region have added the usual cautions, reiterating the need to restrict access for machines and defend against ransomware attacks. The experts also advised the security of critical infrastructure and systems that are vulnerable and if they are attacked. If there are machines in Qatar that were infected yet, the official cautioned. The recent cyberattacks were serious, and everyone should update their machines and systems to protect themselves from threats.

The Emir gets message

Qatar National Information Security Centre (Q-Cert) at the Ministry of Transport and Communications issued an advisory on how to avoid ransomware attack and the importance of data security and protection. According to Q-Cert statement, "A number of phishing steps were advocated, and a list of signatures on this email in an attempt to confirm or attack any requested information for the audience. Other attacks were identified through the breach of data response services and they can be handled through the official Q-Cert portal (www.q-cert.gov.qa) or call 44134502.""cybersecurity is a fast-evolving field, and every machine should run an updated operating system and an antivirus program to protect it.

"The awareness that ransomware attacks are spreading and that they are a significant threat is crucial.
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Refugee crisis is a product of conflicts, not poverty: Emir

Sudan president hails Qatar's role in Darfur peace

T he huge numbers of asylum seekers in the world, with the numbers of refugees and displaced reaching some six million people, have a clear impact on the stability and development of societies in the host and source countries, former Sudanese president Omar Hassan al-Bashir said yesterday.

The Sudanese president was speaking at the opening of the 17th Doha Forum and in his speech, al-Bashir expressed his gratitude for Qatar's key role in supporting fragile societies and noted that Qatar's contributions have reached since the outbreak of the crisis, while the displaced and refugees have been required to rely on their own resources, as well as on the support provided by Qatar.

He said that Qatar has played a significant role in supporting the displaced and refugees in the region and has struggled to achieve a sustainable solution through various international initiatives. "Qatar's role is very significant because of its commitment," he said, adding that Qatar is the first country to contribute to this issue and has been actively involved in resolving the refugee crisis.

The Sudanese president also praised Qatar's commitment to the concept of sustainable solutions, which addresses the root causes of the crisis and helps to achieve a sustainable solution. He added that Qatar has provided financial and technical support to the Sudanese government to implement various development projects, including the establishment of a new university in the Darfur region.

In his speech, al-Bashir expressed his hope that the Doha Forum will be a platform for discussing the challenges facing the world, as well as the ways to overcome them. He added that Qatar's contribution to the forum is significant and that it is expected to yield positive results.

Meanwhile, President Boubacar Keita of Mali, addressing the forum, praised Qatar's role in supporting fragile societies and noted that Qatar's contributions have been significant in achieving a sustainable solution to the refugee crisis. He added that Qatar's role is crucial in supporting the displaced and refugees in the region and in achieving a sustainable solution to the crisis.

UN lauds Qatar's key role in supporting fragile societies

The UN praised Qatar's key role in supporting fragile societies and noted that Qatar's contributions have reached since the outbreak of the crisis, while the displaced and refugees have been required to rely on their own resources, as well as on the support provided by Qatar.

The UN noted that Qatar has played a significant role in supporting the displaced and refugees in the region and has struggled to achieve a sustainable solution through various international initiatives. "Qatar's role is very significant because of its commitment," he said, adding that Qatar is the first country to contribute to this issue and has been actively involved in resolving the refugee crisis.

The UN added that Qatar's role is crucial in supporting the displaced and refugees in the region and in achieving a sustainable solution to the crisis.
Qatar to provide $40mn for UN humanitarian efforts

HI the Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani held separate meetings yesterday with Minister of Foreign Affairs of Uganda Samuel Kasule, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Costa Rica Manuel Gonzalez Sanz, and Second Deputy Speaker of the Senate of Jordan Samir Rifai, who are currently visiting Qatar to take part in the 17th Doha Forum. During the meetings, both sides exchanged views on matters of common interest. HH the Foreign Minister also met the President of the National Assembly of Costa Rica Esperanza Calvo. The meeting dealt with bilateral relations and means of enhancing them in addition to discussing a number of issues of joint interest.

Sheikha Moza meets ex-Sudan president

HH Sheikha Moza bint Nassir met former Sudanese president and Chairman of the Islamic Dawa Organization in Sudan Abdelrahman al-Bashir at her office at Qatar Foundation (QF) yesterday. This meeting was attended by the Governor of North Kordofan state of Sudan Ahmed Haroun and Governor of River Nile state Maj Gen Hatim al-Waseela. During the meeting, a number of issues of common interest were discussed, including cooperation between the two institutions and Sudan in the areas of education and job creation for young people. PICTURE: HH Sheikha Moza.

Emir meets delegates to 17th Doha Forum

HH the Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani met several global leaders at Doha Sheraton Hotel yesterday morning on the sidelines of the 17th Doha Forum. HH the Emir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani received Sudan’s President Omar Hassan Al-Bashir. During the meeting, HH the Emir reviewed bilateral relations and ways of enhancing them in addition to the important topics on the agenda of the Forum.

Qatar Fund for Development (QFD), has signed a multi-year agreement with the UN Office for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) to provide a multi-year financial contribution of $40mn to support the implementation of the UN2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the UN Charter. HH Sheikha Moza bint Nassir met former Sudanese president and Chairman of the Islamic Dawa Organization in Sudan, Abdelrahman Al-Bashir at her office at Qatar Foundation (QF) yesterday. The meeting was attended by the Governor of North Kordofan state of Sudan, Ahmed Haroun and Governor of River Nile state, Maj Gen Hatim Al Waseela. During the meeting, a number of issues of common interest were discussed, including cooperation between the two institutions and Sudan in the areas of education and job creation for young people.

Qatar Fund for Development Director General Khadekhat Hassan Al-Kuwari and UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Co-ordinator Stephen O’Brien sign the agreement on the sidelines of the 17th Doha Forum as HH the Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani and the Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations, Amina Mohammed look on. The agreement was signed by Qatar Fund for Development Director General Khadekhat Hassan Al-Kuwari and UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Co-ordinator Stephen O’Brien sign the agreement on the sidelines of the 17th Doha Forum. Qatar ranked second in the list of the ten countries that support humanitarian affairs according to the United Nations statistics for 2016. Qatar’s contribution of $40mn demonstrates Qatar’s continued support to the United Nations according to the official agreement.
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New Sidra strategy to focus on learning

Sidra Medical and Research Centre (Sidra) has launched its National Development Strategy 2.0. The strategy – ‘To inspire and cultivate the development of Qatari nationals and the development of the healthcare sector in Qatar’ – is a clear affirmation to support Qatar’s National Vision 2030 and achieve the country’s national health strategy.

Under the new strategy, national development as well as learning and development programmes at Sidra will ensure that nationals at all levels – students, graduates or skilled employees – are given access to the right training tools and mentorship to advance their careers in healthcare.

Dr Kholode al-Obaidli, chief learning officer said: “The healthcare sector in Qatar has undergone major progressive changes. We must ensure that our nationals adapt to these changes and are ready to bring further progress and innovation in the field. This applies to clinical, scientific and medical administration roles."

"With a national workforce of nearly 27%, we are putting in place strategies and programmes to further grow the number of Qatari’s joining healthcare. The key driver to rolling out the national strategy at Sidra is to ensure that people are the right fit for the role and that they have clear learning and development paths mapped out.”

The career development opportunities under the strategy include ‘Lead Yourself’, an accredited development programme from the Institute of Leadership and Management, UK, to provide nationals with the knowledge, skills and capabilities to succeed in the workplace.

Other elements of the strategy are ‘Leadership Behaviours’ – to promote and support behavioural expectations of all employees; ‘Fursati’, a development programme to support all nationals achieve their full potential; ‘Coaching as a Management Style’ which demonstrates the effectiveness of coaching as a tool to guide performance and development conversations.

Another feature of the strategy is ‘GE Healthcare Leadership’, a joint collaboration course that provides an opportunity for managers to leverage their skills through on the job project-based activities, coaching and project reporting. It will also explore international and local partnerships for work placements.

Peter Morris, chief executive officer of Sidra said: “National development remains an integral part of Sidra’s long-term focus. Our national development strategy interventions that will contribute towards Sidra’s overall success. Sidra is committed to providing excellent developmental opportunities for our national graduate associates.”

Sidra has identified graduates as a key talent pool and active measures taken to encourage and inspire more students to consider careers in science and medicine. Training and scholarship programmes have also been streamlined to position Sidra as an employer of choice. Sidra is currently offering scholarship opportunities in nursing, medicine and allied health.

In addition to its academic partnership with Weill-Cornell Medicine in Qatar, Sidra has also established affiliations with the University of Calgary in Qatar, Qatar University and Hamad Bin Khalifa University.
Awsaj Academy cordially invites parents and educators to attend a free presentation entitled:

“Helping your child control his behavior”

Wednesday, May 17, 2017
12:00 PM to 1:30 PM
First Floor, Awsaj Academy Assembly Room, Education City

The session will be presented by psychologists and social workers who will be providing you with different tools and strategies to teach your children how to manage their own behavior. The presentation will be mainly in Arabic. A bilingual specialist will be there to help the English speaking attendees.

To register, please call +974 4454 2094 or +974 4454 6219.
Our Foundation’s (QF) Renad Academy hosted a group of Qatar-based stakeholders to be drawn around the world in order to understand and raise awareness of autism.

Renad Academy, part of QF’s Pre-Unversity Education Phase, held a coffee morning where members of the World Autism Ride initiative were questioned. The members estimated that they would face during the 26,000-kilometer journey across three continents – Asia, Europe, and North America.

Jasmin Al-Madek, who founded World Autism Ride, shared that Renad Academy welcomed them and will never ask for help. They need us to stand up for them and to raise awareness about autism.

The World Autism Ride team brought one of their customized motorcycles to Renad Academy for the event, where children and staff were able to view with the equipment the riders will use on their 26-country journey. Sherri Miller, director, Renad Academy, said: “Nine out of 10 families don’t know how to deal with autistic children. Most families don’t know how to deal with autism as a disability and will never ask for help. They need us to stand up for them and to raise awareness about autism.”

The World Autism Ride team brought one of their customized motorcycles to Renad Academy for the event, where children and staff were able to view with the equipment the riders will use on their 26-country journey. Sherri Miller, director, Renad Academy, said: “Nine out of 10 families don’t know how to deal with autistic children. Most families don’t know how to deal with autism as a disability and will never ask for help. They need us to stand up for them and to raise awareness about autism.”
Celebrate the month of giving

Ramadan is all about giving and we are offering you a special promotion to see more of the world with your family and friends. For a limited time only, enjoy our all-inclusive special fares to over 150 destinations around the world.

Privilege Club members will enjoy 100% extra bonus Qmiles in Premium and 50% extra bonus Qmiles in Economy. Not a member yet? Enrol now via qmiles.com

Book by 14 June for travel until 15 September 2017.

Visit any Qatar Airways sales office or your preferred travel agent

qatarairways.com/ramadan

* Please register at least 24 hours prior to travel to be eligible for Privilege Club offer. Seats are limited and subject to availability. Other terms and conditions apply; please review at the time of booking.

---

2017 Convocation

Congratulations to our Graduates 2017
QIB offers financial services for pensioners

The General Retirement & Social Insurance Authority (GRSIA) and Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB) have signed a partnership agreement with Qatari Islamic Bank (QIB) to offer "preferential pricing and services" to pensioners in Qatar.

The agreement supports GRSIA’s efforts to consolidate and develop services for pensioners. It extends the services and products with the aim of improving the quality of life for the Qatari pensioners who are registered with GRSIA.

QIB General Manager (Director General), Dr. D. Anand, expressed his appreciation to GRSIA for giving QIB the opportunity to take part of the development.

He said: "We remain committed to provide all our customers with a superior customer experience and a comprehensive range of banking and financial products and services. Today’s agreement is the successful result of our customer-centric strategy. We have tailored a host of exclusive products and services taking into consideration the different financial needs of the Qatari pensioners. This agreement is a tribute to all the hard work and efforts exerted by pensioners who are registered with GRSIA."

The agreement covers all Qatari pensioners and will be applied for new transactions only. Qatari retires can also apply for a fixed credit card for the first time and the possibility of getting a minimum percentage of a total outstanding amount (minimum 10%) on their QIB’s fixed savings accounts, QIB’s fixed deposits, QIB’s fixed savings accounts and QIB’s fixed deposits. QIB’s fixed savings accounts are of the highest quality, as they are fixed for a period of fixed deposits to Qatari pensioners with exclusive privileges in addition to access in more than 20 dedicated fixed deposits across Qatar and dedicated call centres to address the needs of the pensioners. QIB has an "important partnership" to provide pensioners with exclusive privileges in financial services and additional privileges. The offer covers all pensioners under General Retirement & Social Insurance (GRSIA), who wish to bank with QIB.

The agreement covers all Qatari pensioners and will be applied for new transactions only. Qatari retirees can also apply for a fixed credit card for the first time and the possibility of getting a minimum percentage of a total outstanding amount (minimum 10%) on their QIB’s fixed savings accounts, QIB’s fixed deposits, QIB’s fixed savings accounts and QIB’s fixed deposits. QIB’s fixed savings accounts are of the highest quality, as they are fixed for a period of
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The Ministry of Economy and Commercial Affairs announced that Audi Drive Against Street Vendors in Sheehaniya

T he Al Shekhaian Municipality has conducted, over three days, an intensive inspection campaign targeting unregulated markets and street vendors in the area. The campaign was conducted in co-operation with the police station and Ministry of Interior’s Criminal Investigation Department.

The initiative covered violations of the public cleanliness law and encroachment of state property, as well as selling food items that had been kept in unhealthy conditions.
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The initiative covered violations of the public cleanliness law and encroachment of state property, as well as selling food items that had been kept in unhealthy conditions.

The campaign was conducted over three days, an intensive inspection campaign targeting unregulated markets and street vendors in the area. The campaign was conducted in co-operation with the police station and Ministry of Interior’s Criminal Investigation Department.

The initiative covered violations of the public cleanliness law and encroachment of state property, as well as selling food items that had been kept in unhealthy conditions.
HBKU conducts its final Science Majlis of the year

Dr Essam Heggy, principal investigator at HBKU’s Qatar Environment and Energy Research Institute and a member of NASA and ESA’s space missions to explore subterranean water on bodies in the solar system, spoke at the Qatar University ExxonMobil Teachers Academy (QUEMTA) in Doha recently.

Organized in collaboration with ExxonMobil Qatar, the event was attended by CED Officials at the event.

The programme agenda featured a presentation on QUEMTA’s success stories of the academy, successful experiences for the development of its concept-building sessions and innovative applications in lesson analysis and “E-IT.” The event also included the distribution of awards to academy teachers.

Dr al-Emadi highlighted QUEMTA’s achievements in training teachers, which add value to NCED’s success. "Our objective is to identify the challenges that ExxonMobil Qatar Limited contributed to advancing the education sector in Qatar. Designed in line with ExxonMobil Teachers Academy’s first of its kind beyond the U.S.

Dr Abu-Tineh noted: "This event reflects the significant role of QUEMTA in training teachers and serves as a bridge between various schools. It also focuses on many outcomes such as the design and implementation of activities to promote education and identify the challenges that teachers face. The programme led by a group of education experts from Doha and the US.

The Qatar University ExxonMobil Teachers Academy in a week-long intensive professional development programme led by a group of education experts from Doha and the US.

The programme is designed to enhance the educational readiness of Qatar’s independent schools by building in these students’ passion for math and science.

QUEMTA’s achievements in training teachers also focus on many outcomes such as the design and implementation of activities to promote education and identify the challenges that teachers face. The programme led by a group of education experts from Doha and the US.

The programme is designed to enhance the educational readiness of Qatar’s independent schools by building in these students’ passion for math and science.
Precautions issued to avoid sunstroke

The Qatar Met Depart- ment has issued an ad- visory on how to avoid suffering from the effects of a heatwave, after a person6 died due to the effects of a heatwave.

The advisory states that during extremely hot weather, a person can suffer from heatstroke, which can be fatal.

According to the Qatar Met Department, the heatwave is expected to continue until at least the end of the week.

The department has advised people to stay hydrated, wear light clothing, and avoid strenuous physical activity during the day.

The advisory also recommends seeking shade or air conditioning when possible.
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HMC's latest technologies in foetal medicine showcased

More than 300 health-care professionals, including obstetricians, gynaecologists, neonatologists, and social scientists, attended the third Qatar Obstetrics and Gynaecology (QOG) Training Course, hosted by the Women's Hospital at Hamad Medical Corporation, to highlight the latest technologies and techniques in pregnancy-related ultrasound.

The participants were from Qatar, India, Lebanon, and other places, while in Doha it was packed. In Doha and related states, there are more than 400,000 pregnancies per year, and the ultrasound department is the busiest in the whole of the Arabian Gulf.

This year, the QOG course was launched by a two-day course in foetal medicine. On the steps to be taken if one is suspected of having a sunstroke, the Qatar Met Department said:

- Stay cool: Seek shade or air conditioning when possible.
- Drink plenty of fluids.
- Wear light clothing.
- Avoid strenuous physical activity during the day.
- Stay hydrated.

In Qatar, the heatwave is expected to continue until at least the end of the week. The Qatar Met Department has issued an advisory on how to avoid suffering from the effects of a heatwave, after a person died due to the effects of a heatwave.

The advisory states that during extremely hot weather, a person can suffer from heatstroke, which can be fatal.

According to the Qatar Met Department, the heatwave is expected to continue until at least the end of the week.

The department has advised people to stay hydrated, wear light clothing, and avoid strenuous physical activity during the day.

The advisory also recommends seeking shade or air conditioning when possible.
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Fatah leads polls in West Bank cities

The Ministry of Transport and Communications’ Qatar National Communications (QNMC) has organized the 10th edition of 101 East Film Festival, which will be held from December 10 to 14 at the Katara Cinematheque, at Katara Cultural Village. The festival will be held from December 10 to 14 at the Katara Cinematheque, at Katara Cultural Village. The festival will feature a wide range of films from around the world, including feature films, documentaries, and short films.

115 dead in Yemen cholera outbreak
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Tunisia计划为Djerba申请联合国教科文组织世界遗产地位

Tunisia plans to seek Unesco World Heritage status for the island of Djerba, site of Africa’s oldest synagogue and an annual Jewish pilgrimage, its culture minister said yesterday.

Speaking on the last day of the pilgrimage to the Ghriba synagogue, Mohamed Zine El-Abidine said the island was important for its “cultural and religious uniqueness”.

He said the application to add Djerba to the World Heritage list would highlight the island’s “cultural and religious uniqueness.”

The cultural agency of the United Nations already lists eight sites in the North African country, including the old cities of Tunis and Sousse and the city of Carthage, once the capital of the Mediterranean-wide Phoenician empire.

Some 3,000 pilgrims attended this year’s Jewish pilgrimage to the island, which ended yesterday under tight security following a string of militant attacks in Tunisia.

"There has been a real increase compared to the past two years," Tourism Minister Selma Elloumi said. "It is an important sign for the start of the tourist season," she added.

The number of pilgrims visiting the synagogue has fallen sharply since a suicide bombing claimed by Al Qaeda struck Ghriba just before the 2002 pilgrimage, killing 21 people.

Believed to have been founded in 586 BC, the Ghriba synagogue has long been a destination for pilgrims. Many of today’s pilgrims came from Europe, the United States and Israel.

Prime Minister Youssef Chahed was in Ghriba yesterday to deliver what he called a “double message.”

"Firstly...Tunisia is a country several thousand years old, with a deep-rooted history of openness to all religions," he said.

ARAB WORLD

Tunisian potters Rachid and Wajib carry clay pots in a century-old pottery workshop in Guellala on the southern Mediterranean resort island of Djerba.

A baby camel stands by its mother in the town of Guellala on the southern Mediterranean resort island of Djerba.
2,200 evacuate rebel-held district

**Egyptian colonel killed in bomb attack on vehicle**

A colonel in the Egyptian military was killed in a bomb attack on Wednesday, and three others were wounded. The colonel, who was riding in an unarmored vehicle, was hit by an explosion that rocked the town of Tabqa, near the border with Syria. The attack comes as Egyptian forces advance on the Islamic State group's stronghold in the northern Sinai Peninsula.

**Hunger and fear in Raqqa after IS defeat**

Abdel Rahman said hundreds of people are still trapped in the town, with bodies of many children still under rubble. In the town of Tabqa, which was surrounded by the SDF, food and water supplies have been cut off for months. People are dying of hunger and disease.

**ANNOUNCEMENT**

1. OLUWAYSAN BAGUNSAN TABOKO

**Located at:**

Nigeria Passport No. A0666970

**OOU No. 28656600**

**No. of Units:**

1

**Announcement:**

This notice is to inform the public that all properties located within the vicinity of the above address are now subject to the following:

1. **Legal:**
   - Property tax assessment
   - Property tax collection

2. **Physical:**
   - Property inspection
   - Property record maintenance

Any queries, please contact:

**THE PERMANENT COMMITTEE FOR NATIONAL AFFAIRS**

Tel: +234 817 333 2222

**Email:**

info@pcna.com

**Website:**

www.pcna.com

**Date of Notice:**

May 15, 2017

**Additional Information:**

This notice is valid for 30 days from the date of publication.
**African News**

**Ivory Coast troops move to undo mutineers’ block**

A senior official from the Ivory Coast government said Wednesday that a force of about 600 troops had surrounded theMINUSCA base in the centre of the country in revenge for the killing of a soldier there.

The officials added that the mutineers had been killed and that the situation in the region was under control.

The troops were taking part in an operation to dislodge rebels from the town of Bouake, about 60 km south of the capital, Abidjan, who were accused of killing 20 people in the centre of the country on Tuesday.

The mutineers, who are believed to be loyal to the government, are reported to have been backed by a group of rebels from the separatist rebel group.

A government official said that a force of about 600 troops had been sent to the region to help control the situation.

The troops were reported to have come under heavy fire from the rebels, who were using mortars and automatic weapons.

The officials added that the mutineers had been killed and that the situation in the region was under control.

The troops were taking part in an operation to dislodge rebels from the town of Bouake, about 60 km south of the capital, Abidjan, who were accused of killing 20 people in the centre of the country on Tuesday.

The mutineers, who are believed to be loyal to the government, are reported to have been backed by a group of rebels from the separatist rebel group.

A government official said that a force of about 600 troops had been sent to the region to help control the situation.

The troops were reported to have come under heavy fire from the rebels, who were using mortars and automatic weapons.

The officials added that the mutineers had been killed and that the situation in the region was under control.

The troops were taking part in an operation to dislodge rebels from the town of Bouake, about 60 km south of the capital, Abidjan, who were accused of killing 20 people in the centre of the country on Tuesday.

The mutineers, who are believed to be loyal to the government, are reported to have been backed by a group of rebels from the separatist rebel group.
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**Tennessee community colleges free for adults**

**USA Today**

Tennessee will become the first state to provide free community college tuition for any adult without a degree, according to a landmark proposal announced Thursday by Gov. Bill Lee.

The proposal, which will go into effect in July, will cover tuition at all 13 community colleges in the state.

**Mother’s Day**

**Children play with a bubble on Mother’s Day in Central Park, New York City.**

**USA Today**

Democratic Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer threatened to use a procedural tactic to nullify President Donald Trump’s dismissal of FBI Director James Comey, arguing that it is important for the Justice Department to maintain its independence.

In a statement, Schumer told CNN on Sunday, “the president’s tweet is not just a personal attack and a way to incite an attempt at intimidation.”

**Fifth auto accident crash victim dies**

**Reuters**

A 9-year-old boy was killed in a crash Saturday as a family and friends drove to a vigil for the 10th anniversary of a crash that killed five people, including two children.

The boy, identified as cashier, was killed in a crash that occurred in the town of Hazard, the US Department of Justice said.

**US govt settles Russian money laundering case for small sum**

**Reuters**

An estimated 20,000 are expected to enroll, the Tennessee Higher Education Commission said.

**Gulf Times**

The legislation will expand the list of people who qualify for free community college tuition, including recent high-school graduates and those who were preparing to bring the three-year-old lawsuit to trial.
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**Korea fires missile that lands in sea near Russia**

**Nature**

**N** Korea fired a new type of missile into the sea near its eastern coast on Thursday, the country's business news agency reported.

The missile was launched from the country's eastern coast and flew for about 700 kilometers (435 miles), according to reports.

The launch came as tensions rose between the two Koreas, with North Korea testing a new intercontinental ballistic missile last month.

The launch is also likely to be seen as a response to the recent nuclear tests conducted by North Korea.

North Korea has tested several missiles in recent months, including a new intercontinental ballistic missile that can reach the United States.

The launch is likely to raise concerns about the stability of the Korean Peninsula and the wider region.

**Health**

**Bawling babies face off in Japan's 'crying sumo'**

**ASIA/AUSTRALASIA**

**Health**

Bawling babies face off in Japan's 'crying sumo' as Breaking News...

The event, known as 'crying sumo', is held annually in Tokyo as a form of local entertainment.

The event is held on the first day of July, and involves babies crying for as long as possible.

Competitors are judged on their determination and stamina, with prizes awarded for the baby who can cry for the longest time.

The event is also used as a way to promote local tourism and raise money for charity.

**Brazil**

**Australia puts own national interest first in Beijing meeting**

Australia puts own national interest first in Beijing meeting as Breaking News...

Australia's foreign minister said on Thursday that the country would not be swayed by threats from China.

Australia's foreign minister said that the country's interests would always come first, regardless of external pressure.

The minister also said that Australia would continue to stand up for international law and norms.

The minister's comments came amid tensions between Australia and China, with both countries trading diplomatic insults.

Australia and China have long been at odds over issues such as the South China Sea and human rights.

**Transport**

**1,000th China-European freight train heads to Japan's 'crying sumo'**

A 1,000th China-European freight train headed off to Japan's 'crying sumo' festival on Thursday.

The train is the first of its kind to make the journey from China to Japan, and is part of a growing trend in international trade.

The freight train is expected to arrive in Japan on Friday, where the 'crying sumo' festival will take place.

The festival is known for its loud and boisterous atmosphere, with babies from across Japan competing to see who can cry the loudest.

The freight train is likely to add to the festive mood, with its appearance adding to the grandeur of the occasion.

**Business**

**Kanda festival in Japan as Breaking News...**

The Kanda festival in Japan is known for its lively atmosphere and colorful displays.

The festival is held every year in Tokyo, and attracts thousands of visitors.

This year's festival is expected to be even more spectacular, with new exhibitions and events planned.

The festival is also a chance for local businesses to showcase their wares, with food stalls and souvenirs on sale.

Visitors can enjoy traditional Japanese music and dance, as well as the chance to sample local cuisine.

The festival is a popular event, and is enjoyed by both locals and tourists alike.
Police probe firm over ex-Nigerian warlord deal

UKip chief admits poll victory prospects slim

Britain is gearing up for EU votes: ministers

Call for action on pledge to lead new ministers into Britain

Stunning Scotland

Independent Scotland may not rejoin EU: Sturgeon

Britain is gearing up for EU votes: ministers

Campaigning on Leave in Scotland...
Nurses to stage protests over poor pay rises

Agencies

Nurses will stage a summer protest over their pay for the first time in over seven years, as they try to impose a deal after the last pay offer was turned down.

The Royal College of Nursing has warned that unless the next Labour government, on the back of a campaign for an end to the public sector pay cap, backs a deal, there will be a wave of industrial action.

The RCN said there had been a wave of industrial action since 2010 because of the government’s pay cap on public sector pay.

It said nurses had voted to go on strike over the public sector pay cap, the first time in over seven years.

The RCN said it had decided to call for a 4% real terms pay rise since 2010 because of the government’s pay cap on public sector pay.

The union’s national secretary Christine Roman said low pay had had a detrimental effect on the NHS and its staff had been affected by rising nursing staff ratios.

She said: “There is no doubt that low pay and a lack of investment in NHS staff is an investment in quality.

“People earn for the first time in over 20 years in the past decade.

“More than 20,000 RCN members voted in favour of strikes last year and we will now hold the meeting of its conference this week to start planning strikes.

London Evening Standard

Nurses to stage protests over poor pay rises

The RCN said there had been a wave of industrial action since 2010 because of the government’s pay cap on public sector pay.

The union’s national secretary Christine Roman said low pay had had a detrimental effect on the NHS and its staff had been affected by rising nursing staff ratios. She said: “There is no doubt that low pay and a lack of investment in NHS staff is an investment in quality.

“People earn for the first time in over 20 years in the past decade.

“More than 20,000 RCN members voted in favour of strikes last year and we will now hold the meeting of its conference this week to start planning strikes.

Flynn Cage, who has been chairman of the United Kingdom’s anti-terrorism legislation, said he was “alarmed” the government was in talks with the US about the issue.

He added: “In my view, the US anti-terrorism legislation is designed to protect the security of the US from cyber attacks, but it does not protect the security of the UK from cyber attacks.
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Thousands rally in Moscow against city plan

Two hundred thousand people demonstrated on Saturday in central Moscow against a proposal to build a $1.5 billion stadium for the 2018 World Cup at the Luzhniki Olympic Complex, the site of the Soviet Union's 1980 Olympic Games.

The rally was organized by a group called "Stop Construction of the Luzhniki Olympic Complex," which has been protesting the proposed stadium project for several years.

Police estimated the crowd at around 150,000, while organizers put the number at 200,000. The protest was the latest in a series of anti-government demonstrations in Russia.

Many protesters carried signs that read "No to Billion-Dollar Projects," "Stop Exploitation of the People," and "Save Our City." Some also held images of historical Moscow landmarks.

The protesters were met with a heavy police presence, with officers using tear gas and batons to disperse the crowd. At least 20 people were injured, with several taken to hospitals.

The Moscow City Council, which is overseeing the stadium project, has defended the plans, saying the stadium will be used for other sporting events and cultural activities.

Opposition leaders called for a national referendum on the stadium project, which is scheduled to begin construction in 2014 and open in 2018.

In a statement, Alexei Navalny, a leading opposition figure, said: "The construction of a new stadium for the Russian Football League in Moscow is a clear example of state corruption and waste of public money."
Austria heads for snap parliamentary election amid the COVID-19 pandemic. A vote is due in the next couple of months, but the government has been on the ropes for much of the year. 

Three die as train slams into house

A man has died after a train hit a house in the town of Altenis, northern France. A woman and a child were also killed in the incident. The train was carrying passengers from Thessaloniki, Greece. 

EUROPE

Macron is president

Emanuel Macron has become France's youngest president when he was inaugurated yesterday to a rapturous applause and a wave of international support. 

Merkel's party clinches vote in key state election

The Christian Democrats (CDU) have won a strong surge of support in Germany's most populous state of North-Rhine-Westphalia (NRW), where it is set to lose its federal opposition role. 

Italy recovers 484 migrants from sea

Rescuers saved 484 migrants from boats in the Mediterranean on Saturday and began the process of bringing them to land. The migrants were mostly from Libya. 

Three die as train slams into house

A man has died after a train hit a house in the town of Altenis, northern France. A woman and a child were also killed in the incident. The train was carrying passengers from Thessaloniki, Greece.
Did Parrakkar government just survive a coup?

Red tape puts brakes on ‘Make in India’ push

Maoist who killed former minister, cop surrenders

Protest against killing

Tamil Nadu Roundup

Govt contractor commits suicide over probe

Four killed in bomb blast near a hamlet.

burnt in a mysterious fire while his wife, son, and daughters alleged foul play and demanded a probe.

Residents came under the attack of Maoists led by his operational control. Cases were lodged against him for his role in the ICICI cash van. A total of 128 Inspector Francis Induwar and legislator Ramesh Singh Munda have been killed.
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A tall rail bridge over the Chenab river, at 511m, is to be built and will be the world’s highest rail bridge. The project, expected to be completed by 2019, has already been sanctioned at Rs8,000 crore, and will link more than 1,500 local residents and the railway line plans to turn the area into a major tourist hub with facilities for various sports, including skiing. The bridge will also be the tallest rail bridge in the world and will be a bridal destination with various sports, different sightseeing spots, and other tourism facilities.

Two militants killed in firefight

Two militants were killed in a firefight near Leh in the union territory and one jawan was injured on Sunday morning during an anti-terror operation. The Delhi police headquarters said the operation was launched in the village of Nander, east of Leh, to arrest suspected militants. The dead were identified as suspected militants from the Pakistan-based Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohammad groups.

India skips China summit

New Delhi reiterated its opposition to the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), a $600 billion infrastructure network, in a new olive branch to the Himalayan neighbor. India’s move came after Sikkim, a northeastern state bordering China, decided to pull out of a joint corridor project with China to link Tawang in Arunachal Pradesh with Nathu La in the Chinese region of Shiquanhe, as the region was home to 12 Chinese soldiers who were killed in a clash with Indian troops on June 15.

Controversy

Police file complaint against BJP legislator

New Delhi: The Delhi Police on Thursday registered a case against Bhartiya Janta Party legislator Raghav Chadha under the IT Act for making malign remarks against the Delhi government and the Delhi Police. A statement from the police said that the complaint was registered after a prominent political leader from a rival political party took exception to certain statements made by the BJP legislator. The complaint was registered under Section 66A of the IT Act.

Election

BJP wooed AIADMK ahead of presidential battle

New Delhi: Union Home Minister Amit Shah on Wednesday tried to woo the AIADMK in the crucial battle for the post of President. The AIADMK has 46 members in the Lok Sabha and 15 in the Rajya Sabha, giving it the second-largest strength in the Lok Sabha. The AIADMK had supported the BJP in the recent presidential election.

Labour minister specialty

New Delhi: The Labour Ministry on Thursday said that it was investigating the suspicious death of a weapon manufacturer’s employee in Madhya Pradesh. The employee, who was working at a firearms factory, was found dead in a village in the region.
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Barrick faces sanctions for Argentina cyanide spills: judge

Mexico caught on tape executing man

No Cuban migrants intercepted in April: US

Venezuelans in Miami join in fight against Maduro

Venezuelan restaurant where dona-relatives and friends still in Venezuela. They did what they could to buy essentials and then donated them back.

There was a Venezuelan restaurant in Miami where dona-relatives and friends still in Venezuela. They did what they could to buy essentials and then donated them back.

The investigation into past/of President Nicolas Maduro.

They had changed pies as/ordered, the decoupling (of pipes) was not adequate for news on whether...and other dispersal pipes made public by the news agency said 1mn litres of solutions to Mexico's drug cartels, are believed to have connections to Mexico's drug cartels. soldiers in the same area on the same day and had already examined the video. The shooting appears to have been cold-blooded: the video shows that the soldiers are deliberately targeting, hitting and killing people. The prisoners fled because they were afraid of being subjected to new torture and beatings. They had seen what had happened to others. The prisoners fled because they were afraid of being subjected to new torture and beatings. They had seen what had happened to others.

The investigation into past...are responding to reports that...are believed to have connections to Mexico's drug cartels.
Pakistan's Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif delivers a speech at the Belt and Road Forum in Beijing yesterday.

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is a Chinese-led international cooperation program that aims to build infrastructure projects across Asia, Europe, and Africa. The BRI includes two main corridors: the silk road economic belt and the 21st century maritime silk road. The goal is to enhance connectivity and economic growth among participating countries.

Pakistan admires and commends China's vision and ingenuity in the area of infrastructure and technology, and expresses its commitment to the OBOR project. The prime minister highlighted the importance of the project for Pakistan's economic development and stressed the need for continued collaboration and partnership between Pakistan and China.

The two sides also signed several agreements to further advance the project, including the agreement for the CPEC (China-Pakistan Economic Corridor). The CPEC is a part of the BRI and is expected to bring significant economic benefits to Pakistan.

The prime minister also addressed the question of terrorism in the region, emphasizing the need for cooperation to combat terrorism and ensure peace and stability. He expressed his confidence in the BRI's potential to transcend differences and bring prosperity to the region.

In conclusion, the Belt and Road Initiative offers a powerful tool for overcoming terrorism, poverty, and instability in the region, while also providing opportunities for economic development and trade.
De Lima files bill to protect female detainees

Agencies

D elta此 rename Delta’s Lee, who had long been associated with the South Vietnamese government's efforts to suppress political dissent.

H e had written to the government of South Vietnam in 1965, urging it to halt the persecution of political prisoners and to ensure their safety.

L eet Abe-Novelo’s, also known as the "Black Book," is a report that documents human rights abuses committed by the South Vietnamese government.

Napoles wants court to quash graft charges

By Eugene Y. Adiong

R oboledo to host weekly radio show

F ollowing a decline in her approval rating, Vice President Jejomar Binay has lured the host of a weekly radio program with "good female news.""I told him that ignorance is not a crime to upload sex videos," the senator said. "The abuses, including rape, beatings, excessive pat-downs inappropriately sexual touching, as well as the violation of the human rights of women, even female detainees or prisoners, is evident, bad faith or gross manifest negligence.

Napoles was arrested in 2013 for allegedly using her political influence to solicit money under the guise of a livelihood project in Davao del Norte and Misamis Oriental.

She was charged with illegal drug use, racketeering, murder, and violation of the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act.

The Senate has been highly critical of Napoles, saying that her "enormous unexplained wealth" is a result of her illegal activities.

Napoles was convicted in 2014 and sentenced to life imprisonment, with the possibility of parole after serving 20 years for illegal drug use.

She was also found guilty of racketeering and violation of the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act, which carry penalties of imprisonment and fines.
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Nepalis cast their vote in first phase of local polls


By Mizan Rahman

Three-day long 12th-anniversary of the 2004 World Trade Organization (WTO) ministerial conference opened in Bangladesh on Monday.

A three-day 12th-anniversary of the 2004 World Trade Organization (WTO) ministerial conference opened in Bangladesh on Monday. Senior officials of the member countries, including the WTO’s Director General, applauded the first ministerial conference of the WTO.

By Mizan Rahman

Around 1,250 Bangladeshi expatriates repatriated from Lebanon

T he Bangladesh embassy in Lebanon has repatriated around 1,250 undocumented Bangladeshis via two flights.

The Bangladeshi embassy in Lebanon has repatriated around 1,250 undocumented Bangladeshis via two flights. The embassy informed that it had received several hundred formal requests for help in seeing problems such as non-payment of salary, work termination, physical and mental abuse.

The mission has been able to repatriate 85% of those problems through its regular consular services. Among the 1,250 workers who were repatriated from Lebanon, some had already been in Lebanon for more than 5 years. Many of them were not able to pay their rent, and the embassy repatriated them back to Bangladesh.

By Mizan Rahman

Bangladesh mulling cost-reform measure

The government is all set to unveil a cost-reform measure to boost global development.

When the finance minister also said that the government was trying to lessen its dependence on its other big aid donor, China, by $8 billion.

By Mizan Rahman

UN conference wraps up with plea for a farew ell to arms

The conference was opened on Friday by Indian Deputy Minister Nabin Keshab Modi and Chief Minister Keshab Pratap Bhandari.

The three-day conference will conclude on Tuesday with a social event and a cultural show.

By Mizan Rahman

The Himalayan nation officially became a member of the international body in May 2016, and is a party to the Rome Statute.

The Himalayan nation officially became a member of the international body in May 2016, and is a party to the Rome Statute. The country has so far submitted just one set of documents to the International Criminal Court.

By Mizan Rahman

Zia’s plea for change of trial court accepted

The talks coincided with the 72nd Anniversary of the Dragon and the 13th Belt and Road Forum in Beijing.

The talks coincided with the 72nd Anniversary of the Dragon and the 13th Belt and Road Forum in Beijing. The nations also resolved to collaborate with each other to boost global development.

The Himalayan nation officially became a member of the international body in May 2016, and is a party to the Rome Statute.

The Himalayan nation officially became a member of the international body in May 2016, and is a party to the Rome Statute. The country has so far submitted just one set of documents to the International Criminal Court.
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The Himalayan nation officially became a member of the international body in May 2016, and is a party to the Rome Statute. The country has so far submitted just one set of documents to the International Criminal Court.
Caution urged when prescribing or taking common painkillers

Common painkillers or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), which are available over the counter and widely used across the world, has been linked to an increased risk of heart attack, according to a new study published by the University of Montreal Hospital Research Center, who led the research.

The overall finding was that taking any dosage of NSAIDs for one week or longer was linked to an increased risk of a heart attack.

This risk appeared to decline when these NSAIDs were no longer taken, with a slight decline one to 30 days after use and a greater decline, falling below 1%, between 30 days and one year after use.

Cardiovascular diseases are the number one cause of death globally, according to the World Health Organization, with 80% of all deaths in this category due to heart attacks and strokes.

Previous research has shown that NSAIDs could increase the risk of heart attack. But, the new study found that these risk reductions were not seen when taken over one month, with doses of 1200mg per day or more, and naproxen showed an increased risk of 1% when taken for only one month.

The researchers stress that the findings are purely observational, as they used readily available data about certain population groups.

Not all potentially influential factors could be taken into account, they said.

But while waiting for more clarity on the true level of risk from these painkillers, health professionals are urging caution when prescribing or taking these painkillers.
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The right to agricultural technology

By Henry I. Miller

As the 1960s, when hybrid corn and pest control were still the darlings of the environmental movement, we have been told that modern agricultural technology would not only reverse deforestation and become the harbinger of a green revolution. Those are the ones who told us that the use of pesticides and genetically engineered crop plants, are prohibited. That is why and how the fight against climate change is so critical. The 2015 Paris agreement on climate change was adopted by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 2015, which established a global greenhouse gas emissions target of 2°C. This target was reached through the adoption of the Paris Agreement, which is expected to become effective on November 4, 2016.
Is Germany unbalanced or unharmed?

By Barry Eichengreen

The question, ultimately, is why Germany chooses to maintain its current-account surplus. One answer is to get out of Trumans’ shadows. Another answer, offered by the International Monetary Fund, is that doing so would be politically problematic in the current European environment of austerity, and that in any event investors would only look away if Germany has massive unmet infrastructure, health, and education needs in healthcare, education, and communication and transportation infrastructure.

By Luisa Dillner

Scientists have learned that key genes called tumor suppressors are mutated in about 80% of cancers. A new study suggested mutations in these genes may also define cancer risk. The research involves using a simple cervical smear test to identify women who are at high risk for developing cancer...
Commercial Bank opens its 30th branch at Mall of Qatar

By Peter Alagos

Commercial Bank officially opened its 30th branch at Mall of Qatar yesterday, following a full-bu.pdf